Enlisted Recruiting Team
Retention Information Briefing
SFC Park
QUALIFICATIONS:
VOLUNTEER
AMERICAN CITIZEN
FINANCIALLY STABLE
PHYSICALLY FIT
EXPERIENCED IN MOS

APPLICATION PROCEDURE:
RECEIVE APPLICATION FROM RECRUITING OFFICE
MAIL COMPLETED PACKET BACK TO OFFICE
PACKET IS REVIEWED BY BOARD

IF FAVORABLE, REGIMENT PAC WILL ACQUIRE A REQUISITION NUMBER FROM DA

DA WILL R CODE THE REQUISITION UNDER SLDR SSN IF HE’S ELIGIBLE TO REENLIST FOR OPTION

SOLDIER WILL RECEIVE ORDERS TO 160TH AND UNDERGO GREEN PLATOON
160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne)

Recruiting Team

DSN: 635-6504
COM: (270) 798-6504
FAX: (270) 439-4390

160ESMC@SOAR.ARMY.MIL